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Minutes:                                                 Attachment 1 

 
Chairman Kasper opened the hearing on HB 1306. 
 
Rep. Marvin Nelson appeared in support of HB 1306.  Attachment 1.  (:08-5:14) 
 
Rep. Schauer:  Would it not be more effective to have the attorney general to be right there 
during the discussion and offer his advice hearing all the discussion? 
 
Rep. Nelson:  Nothing prevents him from attending the meetings.  If you have legal counsel, 
it is sitting up there in legislative council.  Why aren’t you having someone from legislative 
council sit in here.  It is not any different than it is for any of the agencies. 
 
Rep. B. Koppelman:  Do you think this is the only way to solve this problem?     
 
Rep. Nelson:  I am not casting aspersions on the people involved.  You are setting up a 
conflict, the same way you would set up a conflict with an auditor auditing the performance 
of a board on which he sits.  One of the primary functions of the attorney general is to give 
legal opinions to the boards and commissions.  In addition, the attorney general’s office 
provides legal representation in the case of lawsuits. 
 
Rep. P. Anderson:  How many people are on the land board? 
 
Rep. Nelson:  I think 5. 
 
Rep. P. Anderson:  Do you think we should have more than 3 on the industrial commission 
board? 
 
Rep. Nelson:  I thought about that, because it does create problems under our open meeting 
laws that a five-member board doesn’t have.  It takes a lot of time to do the industrial 
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commission work properly.  Frankly, I think it is a better use of the attorney general’s valuable 
time to be worried about crime in the oil patch than it would be worrying about interest rates 
at the state bank.  I don’t think it makes a huge difference on numbers. 
    
Opposition 
 
Wayne Stenehjem, ND Attorney General, appeared in opposition.  I enjoy the work that I 
do on the industrial commission and the land board.  The attorney general is put on those 
boards, because the attorney general brings legal expertise to the boards.  I have not heard 
of any issues along the lines that the sponsor of the bill mentioned.  The board and the 
industrial commission are managed well, and the attorney general ought to stay.  The 
governor has a lawyer, and she gives legal advice to him.  I serve on the industrial 
commission and board of university and school lands as a lawyer for them.  I think it is critical 
to have the attorney general there, someone who can offer advice then and there to make 
sure that those two boards are operating within the law, and that is exactly what we do.   
 
Rep. Laning:  Wouldn’t you say that your being on those boards be more efficient from the 
point of legal opinions than having to go separately to your office to get an opinion? 
 
Mr. Stenehjem:  Right.  Remember, we have 42 lawyers in our office.  They represent 
boards, bureaus, agencies, and commissions, and they give legal advice all the time.    
 
Rep. Rohr:  Did you ever have to recluse yourself or appoint another attorney?  
 
Mr. Stenehjem:  Yes.  During the last year we had the dispute between the governor and 
the legislature about the vetoes the governor had issued.  The statue states in those cases 
the attorney general chooses which side to represent and chooses somebody else to 
represent the other side.  That way the legal dispute is brought to the place that makes those 
decisions, and that is the court.   
 
Rep. B. Koppelman:  I can think of two scenarios where you as a board member can really 
violate what they are charged to do.  It is their job to make decisions, and they have a right 
as a board member to make decisions they see fit unless it is a conflict of interest with them 
personally or unless somebody has undue influence on them like corruption or bribery.  In 
both of those cases this very same thing could be accused of you running your department.  
In either one of those cases, an attorney general’s opinion would not be the way to go.  Is 
that fair?  
 
Mr. Stenehjem:  That is a good analysis. 
 
Rep. Hoverson:  I know some boards have nonvoting members.  How would that strike you? 
 
Mr. Stenehjem:  I prefer to be in a decision making position.  I think it is important to have 
that authority.  An example was given.  (20:13- 20:19)  
 
Rep. Schauer:  If you are on a committee and you officially take position and ND is 
challenged, how can you be impartial when that challenge comes up? 
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Mr. Stenehjem:  Serving as attorney general it is my job to give consistent, proper, and 
constitutional legal advice. 
 
Rep. Schauer:  I don’t disagree with but if you have already taken a position on a committee, 
it seems like you are already biased when that case comes before you. 
 
Mr. Stenehjem:  I guess that is true with everybody who serves on these boards.  Open 
meetings is an issue that comes up the most. 
 
Chairman Kasper closed the hearing. 
 
Rep. Vetter made a motion for a DO NOT PASS.  
 
Rep. Laning seconded the motion. 
 
Chairman Kasper:  I think this is just a pure philosophical decision.  It is sort of black and 
white. 
 
A roll call vote was taken.  11-3, 0 absent. 
 
Rep. Karls will carry the bill. 
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